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Dnd in search of the unknown pdf

Adventure B1: In search of the unknown is not the worst D&amp;quot;module. It doesn't involve stupid traps or impossible death traps. However, for years it was one of the most widespread modules, because in search of the unknown delivered with the original 1979 D Basic box set. Designed to introduce beginner LYM to the process of
conducting an adventure, it includes such features as filling in monstrous encounters and extensive NPC instigators rules for flesh from smaller countries. The latter feature can lead to some silly results, making it perfectly suited to the goals of Steve and Zach, who play through the module. Zack: I dare you to touch that sponge thing. The
leopard fungus. Steve: Rule #1 D &amp;quot;D&quot;: keep your distance from all plants and fungi. They're probably a problem. Zack: Also avoid ceilings (stalking) and floors (stalking) and furniture (imitates) and basically all the features of a cave. Steve: You should probably stay home so you don't develop D&amp;quot;D version of the
Gulf War syndrome.Zack: green plumes cause Gulf War syndrome.Zack: Well, Steve, we've long since launched an adventure module, so let's go straight to it. I lost my drawbar, so I'm going to be a D-Ming. Tell me about your character. Steve: I'm playing level three based on dwarf class rules. Tom Clancy wears leather armor and has a
gun copy. He's very charming, too. It's a trick. Zack: This module includes a bunch of rules to push your party out with NPC tonight, and we moved on and threw ourselves at the tables to generate three friends for Steve.Steve: yes, I somehow have three spells as traveling companions. Nikari and Shobabum, who are level one, and
Trebelos, a boy wizard who is level three. Zach: The School of Wizards has just been released for the summer, and you're accompanied by the three school wizards. They are good friends and although they come with you, they really don't like you very much and they have a lot in jokes. Steve: Because you made me once spin for all their
personalities at this table:Zack: And you rolled stubbornly, who are selfish but loyal. Steve: Which I think is unfair because it has to roll for each of them individually. I can't keep an on top of all this. That's why Nikari and Shobafham know Entrilocism as their only magic, and Trebelos knows Light, Charleto and ESP. Steve: These are
useless wizards, dude. Zach: Why don't you just wait and see while you're on the road... IN SEARCH OF THE UNKNOWN. Steve: I understand. Because that's the title of the module we're going to play. Zach: You ruined my dramatic segue. Do it again. Page 2Zak: You are in the monkey bathing room with your companions, who have just
been dropped off from the wizard's school in the summer and are still dressed school shirts that say TRAINEE WIZARD on the back. The fire in the hearth and the murmuring of the conversations surround you. Steve: Bark! I'il have a drink for my companions. Zach: The exuberant fraud declares: Hey, we don't serve gypsies and your
friends are too young. Steve: All right. I pour glasses of wine out of my skin. Zach: your wizard friends immediately start talking about how drunk they are on bitter gypsy wine. They're laughing at something that happened in an owl class. Steve: I ask them about the owl class. Zach: They say it's going to take too long to explain it. Steve:
Okay, these guys aren't funny. Do we have to start an adventure? Zach: Not yet, but the path of legendary adventures often begins in a simple meche. Steve: I'm going to smell the surrounding table. Zach: Half the orca tells the necroman about the amazing cup he got for a surprisingly good deal on the market. Steve: Is that a villain?
Zach: Probably. This looks like the beginning of something big. Zach: I like to spin on Bonder, says half-orc. Balls are my favorite, he cuts the necroman in the same voice. Give me the balls, ym, ym. Steve: What is this devilish experience? Zach: Your traveling comrades start laughing because they have deceived you with their entrilokism
magic. Steve: I'm going to give them back the poison I put in their wine, and I'm immune to the poison, and I just have the antidote, so they're going to have to be super nice to me or they're going to die. Zach: None of what you said happened. But in your rage, when you get stuck in their jokes, you find a discarded newspaper. Steve: I'll
read the adventure section. Zack: Mostly ads for and random encounters. There's something about these two with fictional names that I'm going to call Joe Rogan and Mr. Unknown, who have created a fortress called Questlandia. They died in battle, leaving their fortress empty for years. Steve: Are there any ads I can use to hire new
guys? Zach: Everybody says NO GYPSIES. Including chance encounters. Steve: Questland awaits then! Page 3Zak: You and your companions headed to the countryside to questlandia's last known location. Nice day. Steve: I'm cautious about the dangers. Zack: Meet the bird tweet suspiciously. It looks like Blue J. Steve: I order my
subcutaneous skins to attack him with my magic as I crawl closer to use my spear. Zach: The bird is starting to call you fat. Steve: Stop your wicked words, bird! I'm not fat at all! Zach: Trebello the sorceress uses her ESP powers to determine the outcome of the battle. You're going to lose this fat guy! Steve: I threw my spear through the
bird's orbs on bird's chest. To: The spear hits the tree and sticks to its trunk. The bird flies different wood. You can hear them asking if you missed because your fat one got in your eyes. Steve: You won this one, bird, but remember my words, I'll come back with more spear and more ability to throw them. Zack: the bird is inconclusive.
Steve: We move on to Questlandia.Zach: You soon arrive outside a mountain fortress. As you enter, you see several dead adventurers, their bodies rotting, who have set traps and been killed. Steve: Joe Rogen is a trapper. What are his methods? Zack: He appears to have planted arrow traps that are tied to DMT, sending every
adventurer on his inner journey death into the spiritual realm while their body is left to die. Also traps for jumping. Steve: We move on, but more cautious than mind-altering experiences. Zach: Do you want to change your mind? Let's talk about the so-called moon landing. Page 4Zak: You pass several snistes containing the bodies of dead
adventurers as you travel a long corridor. At the end of this corridor, you climb a few steps and discover, at the intersection of the corridors, a horrific scene of violence. Steve: I tell the child wizard not to watch it. Zach: It's too late. There is a hall that moves left and right, and the hall you are in continues along the door left and right. Steve:
Open the door on the right. Zach: It looks like it's a dining room in a state of disrepair. Of the others, there are two chairs. The backs are monogrammed with Joe Rogan on one side and the other. There's a door south. Steve: If there's nothing else, I'm going to get Nika to open the door south. Zach: Smart to soften the R of his name. He
refuses to open the door, but you find tables, a bench-seat and long abandoned kegs and tanks scattered around the room. In the center of the room there is a marble statue of a. It's very detailed. - No, no, no, no, no, no, is she a baby magician esp her nudity? Zach: He tells you to calm down, he's only six months old, and babies don't
care about nudity. The other kids at the sorcerer's school are going crazy. Hey, honey, I want to have sex! Steve: Is there anything else in the room? Zach: Let me check my notes from the monster's mega table. To. There's a black spider. Steve: Giant spider? Zach: No. There is a simple in size poisonous spider, which sits in a glass.
Steve: Is he attacking? Zach: It says, Hey, honey, you're so fat to have sex! Steve: Yacht! I'm not fat! I'm beautiful! Drop my spear! To: Throw the spear and hit it over the tankers and everything else on the table. Steve: Did I kill him? Zach: You don't know. It's the size of a little bean, it's pretty dark, and you just knocked down and broke a
bunch of glasses. Steve: I'm going to look for him. Zach: You spend a few hours searching and you don't find the black widow. Steve: Wait, is that me? XP to win? Zach: No. Okay, I'm going to make the wizards work shifts, and we're going to make a watch to catch the spider when it comes under a plate or wherever it's hiding. Zach: They
categorically refuse to make that plan. Steve: All right. We go back to the intersection and take the path to the left, having just come to the dungeon. Page 5Zac: The hallway turns several times and passes through the door. From a neat square, a finished corridor to a tunnel through a stone. With the help of your gypsy, you find that
someone is approaching the darkness. Steve: We're waiting in an ambush. Zach: There's a lonely orc coming up. He's wearing a harp. Steve: We'll wait for him to hide and let him pass. Zach: While he was walking, Trebelos jumped and stabbed the orka in the back with his dagger. Orcs scream in pain and fall to the ground. The other
wizards jump and start kicking orc. They laugh and are covered in blood. Steve: Uh.Zack: One of the wizards picks up the harp and releases it, breaking all the strings. Another makes the brutally murdered or calls you fat. Steve: We'd better continue down the hall before his friends come. Zach: The Wizards are rolling in the blood of an
Ork. Their faces and hair are completely red with his blood. They laugh madly. When you're sitting around the trailer, you're really sitting around the trailer, Ork's body says. Steve: I'm continuing down the hall, whether these guys are coming with me or not. Page 6Zak: You follow the passage for a while. Suddenly, your gypsy sensations
find a secret door in the wall on the left. Steve: I'll listen at the door for monsters. Zach: You hear voices, but you can't hear what they're saying. Steve: I tell the baby to use his ESP. Zach: He uses it, but refuses to say what's in the room. He's just starting to laugh. Steve: Okay, I'll go to the room with my spear ready. Zack: Enter what
appears to be a supplier for Questlandia. It contains various building materials such as mortar bags and bricks. There's not much use here unless you've completed the dungeon. Four thnomies pull a rope, two at each end. When you look at one side, it gets the better of the fight and the winners fall to the ground, laughs. Everyone starts
laughing and hitting each other. They haven't noticed you yet. Steve: I throw my spear at the hardest kind of thnom. Zach: You got the copy of thnom with gynecomastia. It penetrates him through the heart, and his scrawny corpse is pinned against the wall. He's throwing up his body. The other thnomies stop squirming around and
laughing right away and they look at the dead thnom and start screaming in horror. Steve: Attack! Zach: The wizards watch as he chases thnomies around the room, brutally sending them with his spear and gypsy When you crush the latter, hardly larger than a crumb, under a brick, you hear a slow clapping. Wizards applaud your violent
group. Steve: Finally, a little respect! I order them to search for treasure in the gnomes. Zach: Oh, they, of course, refuse and wander into the hall. Steve: Okay, other doors from this room? Zach: Not as you continue down the hall, it branched slightly to the right and left. Steve: Go right. Zach: In a minute or so, the corridor, now rebuilt,
dead end. There is a corridor on the left and, using your gypsy senses, you can find a secret door to the right. Steve: Secret door. Page 7 Zach: A large skeleton hangs from the ceiling. The room is filled with various arched pieces of equipment, glass tubes, jars of strange ingredients and partial books in forgotten languages. Nicky said it
was a magician's lab. Steve: No monsters? Zach: There are six skeletons sitting around a table. They leave their dice and sheets, hit the DM screen and brandish swords and swords. Steve: Attack! Zach: A brutal battle is swirling. You break bones and pierce fish with your spear. You suffer damage, but you survive. The wizard, who is not
Nika or the baby and whose name I completely forgot, was slaughtered by the skeletons. Steve: We bowed our heads and sent him to the land of the dead. Zach: The baby takes off the corpse's pants and the dead body says: Look at my little wiener, fat boy. Let's be gay forever! Steve: I'm telling them to stop doing this is disgusting. Zack:
they folded their hands through their chests and solemnly swear that they will continue to do so forever. Steve: Is there any treasure? Zach: A search of the room reveals a few shiny yellow potions. Steve: Can we identify them? Zach: No, but the potion cookbook next to them is open to the esp potions recipe. Steve: I drink one. Zach: The
mists of opportunity are partly out of your mind and you're staring into the future. They'il call you fat from the wizards. Steve: Any doors? Zach: There's a door down south. Steve: I'm going through it. Page 8Zak: This room is very similar to the room you just left. Same interior decorating. Here it focuses more on the workspace, with large
tables and lots of clogged jars and scales and various said. Steve: No monsters? Zach: No, but Nikka points to a particularly large jar and says, Hey, look, heron. Of course, in the jar there is a black cat, suspended lifeless in a clear liquid. Steve: I dare him to drink the cat. Shut up, fat boy, I bet you want to drink it, like a tattoo! Steve: I
throw the jar to the ground in anger. For jack: The jar breaks and the black cat suddenly wakes up. Meow strong and stretching through the open door. Steve: Strange. Is there a treasure? Zach: Not so, but the baby and Nikka collect enough reagents to make a few more ESP potions. Steve: SA any doors? Zach: Not that you can find it.
Back across the other room, the corridor continued north. Steve: North then. Zach: The corridor has branched to the right or continues north. Steve: Continue north. Zach: The corridor has branched to the left or continues a little further north. Steve: This time I'm going to turn left. Zack: You follow different twists and turns into something
like corridors cul-de-sac area. The hallway is a dead end, but there's a door on the right. Steve: Open the door. Page 9Zak: As you and the wizards approach the door there, you feel a depressive sign under your feet, followed by a loud sound of the clan behind and in front of you. Portcullis is lowered on both sides, catching you in the
hallway. Steve: Ba, there's no match for my gypsy power! Zack: it's a way of matching your gypsy power. You and Nika are trying to bend the bars and lift the doors, but none of you are strong enough. Steve: I'm going to try to use my copy as a lever to force the portculum. to: your copy breaks. Zach: What do you want to do? Steve: I
don't have any other ideas. What about the wizards? Zack: they're joking about Egg Jitsu and laughing and I'm not going to tell you what this is about. You wouldn't get it if you weren't in the Sedona class, Nika says. Zack: you spend a day waiting for a trap. You drink all the rest of the water. Steve: Do wizards have anything to drink?
Zach: No, they keep asking you for some and annoying. Another day passes, and you're all thirsty. Another day passes and you see the black spider crawling. Hey, what can I get you out of here, fat boy? Steve: Even though I'm humiliated by his insults, I'll say yes. Zach: What, did that fat go into your brain? Spiders can't talk! Nika and
the baby start laughing. Steve: I'll start drinking esp. zach potions: It seems like a good idea, but every potion you drink makes you see yourself, in the future, thirsty, and then realize that they're really salty. Steve: So me and the wizards are going to die trapped in this cage? Zach: I don't know... IS THAT YOU??? Find out next week in the
exciting conclusion of In Search of the Unknown! Steve: It would be pretty lame if next week's article was just one page from me and the wizards who are dying of thirst. Zach: We're lame after all. I wouldn't take it. Steve: Talking about being weak at all didn't really make me think about it, but I read your website about the book and the
cover story. I'm glad it worked out that way. Zach: Thank you! Anyone interested in Lyminal should speak to us on Facebook. We'il give a pre-reader copies starting Monday. See you next week, fellas! Page 10 Week, Steve and Zach inserted into D &amp;quot; B1&amp;quot;: In search of the Unknown. Zack was Dr. Ming the adventure in
Joe Rogan and the unfamiliar dungeon for Steve Gypsy level (based on dwarf class) Tom Clancy, who was accompanied by three trainee wizards from the nearby magic school. The one with the name everyone forgot was killed by skeletons. Nikari and Trebelos, the children's wizard, are trapped with Tom Clancy trapped in the middle of
the hallway. Once we resume, the party rots in the cage for more than a day. A black spider didn't help. Zack: You water supply is depleted and you are still trapped in the cage in the hallway. Steve: If death seems inevitable, I'm going to ask the wizards to figure out a way to blow us up with suicide. Death is inevitable, Steve. It may take
many years, but Tom Clancy is going to die. Steve: As long as he provides a satisfactory conclusion for the Netflix series Powers for Children, I can accept fate. Zach: No! He will never repeat the series and die mid-conference, describing what should be a plot for H.A.W.X. 3 of the Team of Maples writers at Ubisoft.Steve: no! Zack:
Unless, that is, you can be assistant wizards can escape the trap. Steve: All right! I'm going to start kicking in the bars and yelling at them. Zach: Exhausted himself inefficiently trying to break open the cage. As you lie slums in the bars, you hear a noise in the hallway. Steve: I call Help! Adventurers trapped! We could use a little help here!
Zach: Three figures scrambled for review. Looks like they're people dressed in ragged adventures. Their skin is gray and their eyes are white. Their mouths are open. They moan insanely as they approach. Steve: Zombies! Zach: Probably even though they're single-vote voters. To your surprise, the closest zombie speaks. We heard
they're super fat gypsies stuck in a cage with two dead sexy wizards. Can you confirm that? Steve: Your entrilocism won't fool me, Niqa. I drank all the potions from ESP so I knew you'd do it. Zack: Zombies approach the cage and get inside, trying to grab for you and tear off parts of your body. Steve: Which body parts? Zack: your
favorites. I have to think like Tom Clancy. What would Tom Clancy do in this situation if he were a gypsy, trapped in a dungeon with two wizards and being a zombie hostage? Zack: Matching, the exact storyline of H.A.W.X. 3.Steve: Well, I'll tell Nikka to use his entrilocism to make zombies think that bars on the other side of the gate are
mocking them. Then, when they break down the door, we'il touch them twice and continue with the mission. Zach: Nikka reluctantly uses his magic to make the other side of a cage a mockery of zombies. Señor stinks, I bet you can't get your big balls around these fragile metal bars. Oh, I'm so afraid of you! Zombies get very excited and
start beating the bars. Steve: Yes! - It's working! Zach: One of the zombies hitting bars it's hard that his hand is detached. Other zombies start hitting pieces as well. Before you know it, you're facing a twitch, limbless pile of zombies. Steve: We're doomed. Zack: Zombie pile still twitches when you hear footsteps approaching down the
hallway. It's a goblin! Steve: Gypsies talk goblin. Oh, my God, I'm sorry, the goblin says in the goblin. I'm the goblin of the dungeon. The trap had to be turned off, but I was just sucked into this marathon they were running, and here we are. Let me get you out of there. He begins to clear the zombies and unlock the gates. Steve: I ask him if
he knows where the best treasure in the dungeon can be found, and also, I guess, where is the Unknown. Zach: Oh, of course, it's okay. I'il mark the treasure room on your map. Let me just get you out of here... He opens the door, and as soon as he does Nika and Trebello, they jump up and start burning him and stab him with the
daggers. Steve: No! I'm trying to stop them! Zach: Their bloodsued can't be stopped. As neutral heroes, every good deed, they must be neutralized by a senseless act of evil. Steve: Okay, I'm going through the door to the room we were initially trying to get into. Page 11 Zach: The room contains various materials and tools that you would
expect to find in the warehouse for deliveries of well-maintained underground dungeons. Oils for various traps hinges, fish oil nets from acid pits, snack pellets for the mouth of the door, which asks you mysteries, etc. There is also a large switch that controls the trap in the hall, which is turned on. Steve: Is there anything useful? Zack: It's
all super helpful if you're supporting a goblin in the dungeon. There's also a large, well-worn chair and a TV set to the US network. Steve: A box that summons images to other places and times! - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, Zack: Heroes welcome, Steve. Even gypsies. Steve: I attack the TV with the remnants of my copy. Zach: While
hitting the TV with the broken copy of the character named House appears on the screen and says: What if this gypsy's mega obesity isn't the cause, what if it's a symptom? Get an ultra scanner to look for his super-tiny wiener. If you find that this could be the cause of his huge basement and stupidity. Steve: I confirmed the TV in
Nikka.Zack: He easily absconded by drinking a homemade ESP potion earlier. He and Trebelos, the children's wizard, are soaked in goblin blood. Steve: Is there a way out of this hole? Zach: Back the way it came to the last hallway intersection. Steve: Okay, tracking our steps to the intersection. Zach: It leans north that you weren't, or
south, which will take you back the way you came to get to the room initially. Steve: North. Zach: The hallway turns left and You can see that the corridor on the right is strangely angular. Steve: The position that Anything that's out of place is always safe in the dungeon. Zack: You follow a zigzag until it fits into the hallway that runs south.
You see three doors evenly distributed on the eastern wall. Steve: The nearest door. Page 12Zak: The room seems to be quite spacious accommodation for guests. He was devastated, furniture smashed and thrown to one side. Now the room hosts a trio of Hobbolini. Looks like they shrunk around something made of bricks. Strange,
sweet smoke from the room. Steve: Without my copy, I don't know if we can take them. We'd better have parsley. The city is very good and well acquainted with the homblins. How's it going? Zack: The hobgoblins become a surprise. You see, they wear aprons scattered with red. Steve: Butchers! What kind of nasty homicides have you
picked up? Well, you will not easily best this gypsy! Get ready to walk, hobdelini. Zach: They retreat and you see that they are standing around a brick oven. Dare you intrude on the perfection of our authentic, artisanal pizza? We will kill you and combine your liver with pine nuts, roasted garlic and olive oil! Prepare for death! Steve: I'm
attacking! Zach: Despite their intimidating size and impressive armor, they are not in line with you and the wizards. They are armed only with peeling and pizza cutters. Steve: Happy breakthrough. I almost got a Neapolitan thief. Zach: Before he dies, the hobgoblin leader reveals the forgotten secret of artisans: It's all about temperature!
You should get the oven very hot! Steve: Once dead, I search the room carefully for treasure. to find large amounts of basil and a magic copy. Steve: I'll take both! Then in the next room. Zach: The next two rooms in the hall are the same as those except for no hobgoblins or pizza ovens and all the wooden furniture was taken to the first
room to light the pizza oven. You can continue to follow the corridor, as it turns west, or vice versa. Steve: Follow the hall west. Page 13 Zach: After about 200 feet of his journey, gypsy feeling begins to tingle. You sense there's danger in front of the hallway. You can see that the front corridor is a slightly lower level, which you need to
reach by swaying down a small staircase. Steve: Approach the stairs cautiously, my magic spear and basil on standby. Zach: You notice that Icarus and Trebello are hanging backwards. Steve: What do you know, you cursed lying down!. Zach: Oh, nothing, we haven't used our ESP potions or powers. We're just tired, so we'il wait here
while you scout ahead. Steve: I don't trust them. I'm going to tie a length or rope around Trebelos and throw it forward. Zach: In the stairwell? Steve: Yes.Zack: Trebelos screams and cries because he's literally a baby. Tie a rope around his waist and twist it on the stairs in front of you. There is a clasp and they open and disappear into a



pit. Steve: Is he okay? Zach: He's quite eaty and screams very loudly, but he's fine, hanging from the rope about twenty meters above the dark surface of a pool of water. Steve: I'm sorry about that, little man. I had to check for traps. Zach: Suck my dick! he screams and then continues to scream. It's very loud and annoying. Steve: I'm
going to pull it out and try to comfort him. Zack: It takes a while and his yelling is so loud that she calls out some of the false defamation of the dungeon! Steve: What evil is approaching? Zach: It's a black widow spider. What's up, royal size? Are you ready to lose weight the hard way: by turning into a skeleton? Steve: You're the one who's
going to lose weight, I'm afraid! Attack! Zach: Spider avoids attack and counters by sneering at a small part of his finger. Get ready to be my food for the next million years! Steve: Can I step on it? For jack: Easily step on the spider. Steve: He really had it. Where do we go? Zach: You can skip the pit and continue down the winding corridor
to the neck. Steve: Do that. Open the door. Page 14Zak: The room is a designated training room for Joe Rogan. The letter R is painted on a wall and surrounded by a wicked picture of an eagle. Posters of various UFC fighters decorate the walls and there are two solariums, a sensory lichet tank and a large container filled with salt
crystals. The container is marked SALVIA and DMT. Steve: I ask the wizards if they can make potions from the ingredients in the bin. Zach: Yes, says baby Wizad, but it's going to take a while. You should probably tear up a few bowflex repetitions and see if you can work on that muffin. Steve: The only bow will be the bow of archery and,
if not, or not, the arrow will be pointed at you! Zack: Grumbling, they are softened to distill the ingredients of the container, along with basil and water from the insulating tank, into a bubbling decoction. Trebelos passes it to you and says: It will make you invisible, but only for your ego. Use when you need it most. Steve: I'll save it for the
final fight. Where to now? Zach: After a lot of going back - and a lot of complaints from Trebbelos, who is far from his nap time and desperately needs a bottle - you find yourself at the door. A faint, reddish glow radiates from under the door. Steve: Kicking him and preparing to fight some evil. Page 15Zak: You enter a musty library with
long tables and shelves covered with dusty books. The strange glow you filmed in the hall comes from a cage full of red beetles. It does not appear that you can open the cell. The sing-along of the tables is six hogoblys. They have napkins under their chins and paper plates. They seem very surprised to see you. A dabu? says one of
them. Steve: They've prepared an ambush for us, all right? and revenge after we have killed their compatriots. Let them try. I'il cut them off with my spear. Zach: Realizing that you intend to fight them, the homeless reluctantly take off their napkins and prepare to fight. These homeless people are armed with guns. As they line up, you can
hear their stomachs foaming. Steve: I hope there's room in the stomach for SPEAR! I'm shouting and I'm starting my assault. Zach: Your unwavering attack on the hobgobs is not going well. You managed to kill one of them, but they fought back by injuring your arm and killing poor Nikki with a trident. Ahh, trident, what a limp death! he
sighs and is dead. You and Trebelos are in the corner from the rest of the hobobins. Steve: That's it, old friend. We finally got beat up.1 Zach: Choke on a diaper, you gypsy! I have a secret move. Trebelos immediately falls to the floor and begins to roll and act like a little baby. Hotboblans are completely fascinated. We have to save this
cute baby from the horrible gypsy! Steve: The potion! If they don't see me, they can't kill me. I'm the potion! Zach: You chug the potion. It tastes terrible, but nothing seems to have happened. The Hogwarts close around you, laughing violently as they prepare to stuff you with holes. Steve: Betrayed to the end by this damn baby. I'm going
to die in battle. Zach: Suddenly the library door explodes and a whole squadron of thnoms is found in a storm in full combat gear. Laser radiation on a crossbow is shed in the darkness. They begin to remove the countertops with expert double taps. Steve: I captured the moment and attacked the nearest hoboblin! Zach: All right! calls one
of the gnomes. They're closing around you. Trebelos stops crying and stands up. Steve: We met well, thnoms. It couldn't have been a better time for you. Zach: We're from Gnonet Force, explains one of the gnomes. Some of our agents on the flight went dark. We're the extraction team. Have you seen thnoms or possibly transponders
floating in a gelatinous cube? These guys are here for the gnomes we killed. Zach: Before you can answer, you feel sinking, as if in mud, and the world around you dissolves into a glowing green meridian. You realize that you are no longer in your body, but you integrate the energy that underpins everything in the world. The voices of the
past and the voices of the future merge into a shining plane of superreality. Steve: WTF??? Zach: Our nature is to contain life and death. We are confined to an infinite universe that exists only for a moment, but inside us, winded up like a phosphorescent serpent, is an infinite being. The moment is expected to be unleashed. Steve: Dude,
what are you talking about? 16 Zach: Spiraling up, through endless platters, you see the world of Tom Clancy The pure energy of your being rises to the original place of formations, where a proper appearance of all flesh is revealed. Your voice speaks from the shapeless ocean: Steven, you're here. It's so good to see you. - No, no, no,
no, no, no, no Dude, my name is Tom Clancy, and what's going on? Zack: Your trip brought you here before me, Steven Sumner. I am your DM. In the founders of time and space, I was an abode who created the passages and meetings you travel. I created the language of every race, the shape of every single death. I'm the master of the
dungeon. And I've been watching you with great interest. Steve: How does this thing know my name? Zach: I know your name because I control the game you're playing. See, Steven? You are the god or master of your game, but in mine you are only NPC. Steve: I'm starting to get sick. Are you saying I'm not real? Zach: It's true, Stephen.
You were made to respipe one of my adventures. The weird thing about a motel, you only had to last a few minutes before the story grew, but it turns out you're very funny and the party's hanging out to interact with you. It wasn't long before I had to revise my campaign plan to boast to you about my stupid group. There you are, standing
in front of me. Steve: What do you want from me??? Zack: I just want what all the creators want, Stephen. To see my creations blossom. What's going to make you happiest, Steven? Steve: Take me back! Get me back in the game! Zack: An alien pipe swamp and you suck back into your body. A thnom with light glasses wakes you up
with stinking salts. Trebelos looks down at you and says, yes, he's still as fat as hell. Steve: Oh, thank God. That was really scary! I didn't know what was real for a second. Zach: Congratulations, you found Unknown.Steve: But at what cost?!?!? Zack: see you next time, fellas! Be sure to check out my upcoming novel, LIMINAL STATES!
There's going to be a sample head today. Page 17Palladium expanded its popular Heroes Unlimited series into the Realm of Aliens with 1994's Aliens Unlimited. 1997's Aliens Unlimited: Galaxy Guide is designed to add context to the wild alien characters of the original game. The book, like most Palladium products, threw everything on
the wall to see what it would stick to. Not a great method when trying to create a cohesive setting, but hey, cats and mushroom-head super models and power-bearing armor can fight predator aliens and dinosaurs. Why not? Steve: Oh, man, it's time! I hope palladium will do for the aliens what they did for the heroes. Zach: Reduce them to
the location of damage graphics and character classes that include skill lists that can only be deciphered by autistic savants? Steve: Yes, or make it completely cute, which I meant. They will create a world of where the only limitation is what you can imagine. Zach: I imagine an emphasis on easily resolved battles. Steve: You imagine
chess. For babies. Zack: If the rifles include a special provision for firing shots, it may be relevant to chess. Page 18 Stepped: Load princess space into torpedo tubes! Zach: Nice Rorschach moustache of this man. I see some mermaids peeing. And you? Steve: I see an evil space attack launched by the reptile empire. That's the kind of
thing that should get me pumped up for a stray alien action. Zack: The last time I was stuffed for a stray alien act, my Minuteman Patriots team took so much meta that we ended up on the south side of the border in a shootout with cartel drug dealers. Steve: That didn't happen. Zach: No, absolutely. They cut off my balls and hanged me
from a bridge in Ciudad Juarez.Zak: Oh, no, my mistake. This was a man who once got exhausted for not loving drugs. Steve: Maybe we're the real aliens. Think about it. Stop the violence, people! Page 19 Foot: Dang this girl with Snarf's head from Thunder has the body blast. Zach: I don't think I've ever seen the phrase bang spines
written. Steve: It's true that man. Look at this. Maybe they'il put her in an advertisement for sports equipment. Zack: Yes, Steve, they can put a drawing of leather in a Shake Weight ad. Zach: By the way, I don't know how we don't talk about the fact that the focus of this photo is like a fat person. Steve: I wonder if a astronaut should be
holding on to something that doesn't fly because of his peeing and autopsy. That's what's going to happen, isn't it? Zach: I think they put something that's like a diaper and then they go to the bathroom in that. They can't wipe or wash their hands because of the restrictions on transporting things into space. They smell all the time and never
simmer. Basically, astronauts in space are the roughest. The only difference between an MSD astronaut and a homeless man on Lower Quaker is height. Steve: No way, astronauts do scientific things while they're in space stinking up there. Zach: Of course, science when you look at my taitun while I'm doing this reversal in zero gravity.
Steve: Which nation will be the first to send a cat into space? Page 20 Zach: In 1255 I.R. Flumps made crazy doughnuts burned on gumbion home of Jemk.steve: 1260 I.R. Hubber betrayed Shamalama Dank Sepioni, causing the Invasion of Frox.Zak: 1280 I.R. a Yoda discovered baby Frodo and raised him and taught him, and now
Frodo is king of Yodas.steve: Why did the devil stewardesses do magic? Because it's palladium, Steve. Why don't you inssing a magic book? Steve: I tremble at the thought of what dyteens will do to the Ssans with magic. Page 21 Zach: This is the way Teachers will dress up in the 2080s.Steve: I'm in conflict. Hot stand against baldness.
Zach: I remember the Supreme Court case. I think Clarence Thomas wrote the majority opinion. Turn both of them on. Steve: Does hair like a French don't really qualify you as an alien? Zack: The only thing that bothers me to qualify for is the most beautiful Prancer pony on Show.Page 22Zack: 1995 I.R. Balls discover Glansia's
Glanzius.Steve: Oh, dude, you shouldn't have made fun of the beard on her bottom ball. Now she's angry and pulls out her scroll. Zach: * Carefully puts one bullet in a bag on the thigh. Steve: Don't be fooled by this trunk. If you get to second base with this thing, there'il be more balls and more eyes. Steve: Even the legs and forearms
have balls. These are the balls down. Page 23Steve: I'm not a man with a graphic design, but this logo doesn't look very good. Zach: Nice. The layer of beautification really emphasize the clear message of a sword behind the head of a fish. Steve: I want a scientific explanation of why every foreigner looks like a person wearing a
Halloween mask. Zach: Also, why do half of aliens get breast implants? Steve: Maybe it has something to do with the fish and the sword. Zach: Federation of huge artificial hooligans of scrotum monsters. Page 24Zak: Lord Mayu, we have discovered a large concentration of empty boxes on Amazon. They are completely unprotected and
waiting to be thrown! Prepare the stormtroopers! Zach: The syringe bottle found to the right! Steve: Aaaaaaa aa aa aa a' a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' bhith a' Zach: Say hello to them while I lick my ass. Steve: Get ready to rip the back of your couch. Page 25Zak: We may start processing
puffins with a little more respect if they have particle guns mounted on the shoulder. Steve: I treat puffy with a lot of respect now. Zack: Are you saying that if they had armor and energy weapons, you wouldn't be even more respected? Steve: I guess, maybe, but I feel like I'm running close to the maximum amount of respect I can have for
a feather. Tell that to the guy with the skull. Page 26Steve: Something very well known about this. Zach: Is it considered a tribute to copy something directly and then add a bunch of spikes to it? Steve: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are pretty screwed. Zack: In case I was wondering if predators breast feed:Steve: It could be implants.
Zach: Good question. Federation, do it again! Again!
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